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Expanded Capacity Carrier AquaEdge® 19XR Now Available

CHICAGO, Jan. 26, 2015 — Carrier’s newly expanded AquaEdge 19XR centrifugal chiller line is now commercially available up to 3,000 tons. The line, which was introduced in early 2014 to serve large buildings and process applications in need of efficient and reliable heating and air-conditioning solutions, is now available from 800 to 3,000 tons. Carrier, the world’s leader in high-technology heating, ventilating and air-conditioning solutions, is a part of UTC Building & Industrial Systems, a unit of United Technologies Corp. (NYSE: UTX).

The newest AquaEdge 19XR provides environmentally responsible, reliable and quiet operation. It features two-stage compression technology which helps to create one of the most cost-effective and technologically advanced heating and air conditioning products available for large buildings such as skyscrapers, airports and universities.

“We’re excited to work with our customers around the world to provide the most advanced, reliable and efficient heating and cooling solutions for their commercial projects, and we believe this AquaEdge 19XR positions us to better answer their needs,” said Greg Alcorn, vice president, commercial sales and marketing, Carrier.
The AquaEdge 19XR delivers numerous benefits from efficient design to streamlines innovation, backed by Carrier’s more than 110 years of experience in heating, ventilation and air conditioning.

The expanded capacity AquaEdge 19XR is available for immediate sale. To learn more about the Carrier AquaEdge chiller, visit www.commercial.carrier.com and follow Carrier on Twitter @CarrierGreen.

About Carrier
Founded by the inventor of modern air conditioning, Carrier is the world’s leader in high-technology heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions. Carrier experts provide sustainable solutions, integrating energy-efficient products, building controls and energy services for residential, commercial, retail, transport and food service customers. Carrier is a part of UTC Building & Industrial Systems, a unit of United Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and building systems industries worldwide. For more information, visit www.carrier.com or follow @CarrierGreen on Twitter.